With the VW Settlement money rolling in, now is the time to invest in alternative fuel infrastructure for Texas!

The state needs charging stations along major interstate routes to encourage residents and visitors with electric vehicles to travel Texas roads.

The state also needs to take hydrogen fuel seriously. Hydrogen is the cleanest burning fuel available, with water being the only by-product. Major car manufacturers like Honda, Toyota, and Hyundai are investing billions into building hydrogen fuel cell vehicles for retail consumers, but California is the only state that currently has enough hydrogen fueling stations to support them. By partnering with top hydrogen production firms like Air Liquide -- whose US headquarters is based in Houston -- Texas can become the nation's leader in hydrogen infrastructure and encourage car manufacturers to bring fuel cell vehicles to Texas too.

Keep Texas' reputation as the Energy State by investing in alternative energies for the future! Bring jobs to Texas that will make the state cleaner and greener for all! Bring electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles to the Lone Star State today!!